
Extreme performance for ethernet-based and media-rich 
workgroups that require scalability, reliability and great TCO 

NX2 NAS
Storage & File Server



The NX2 NAS and integrated server subsystems provide users with very competitive cost/TB, high-
performance data storage and rack density without sacrificing processing power. With the addition of the 
SAS-attached JBOD expansion chassis, capacities can reach up to 5PB.  

Users can use this cost-effective network appliance as a typical edit in place NAS file server, a nearline 
repository, or spinning disk archive. The NX2 scales above other typical NAS systems. The NX2 can grow 
the file system with added storage and offer RAID 6 type Z-2 data protection with a simple-to-use 
administration GUI. Enterprise features include replication, snapshot, and secure remote administrative 
functions. 

The built-in snapshot function and synchronizing of data with a remote NX2 creates a sophisticated 
disaster recovery method. Users can see previous versions of files and administrators can easily clone a 
snapshot point to retrieve a lost file.
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Improved Advanced Features  
The NX2 can be configured as a simple NAS file server or used as nearline or overflow storage for medical, 
CAD, CAM, and video editing. Media-rich applications can use it as a spinning disk archive or as a disaster 
recovery and business continuance storage appliance.   

The value of “Server Class” NAS – Options to enhance workflow  
‣ Options to enhance workflow 

The NX2 has a widely deployed Spotlight for Mac users allowing a smart switch away from AFP 
protocol used on aging Mac infrastructures. Add NVMe or SSD Caching to turbo charge your editing 
environment.  

‣ Protect critical data  
Built-in snapshots for data protection ensure users can go “back in time” to retrieve a lost file or 
protect their data. Built-in file replication for sync to another NX2 device ensures disaster recovery in 
little to no time.  Active Directory or LDAP integration ensure access to only those who need it.  

‣ Scalable with fewer components  
With growing workflows, multiple enclosures can be connected for increased performance, capacity, 
and expansion into archive and data protection.  

‣ Knowledgeable and dedicated support  
Prosumer NAS support is mostly self-support or week-long SLAs. Our HW and SW warranty comes 
with 24-hour parts turnaround, and we have dedicated US- and EU-based support teams. Using 
remote support tools to assist dial-in support situations, the NX2 can be trusted in business-critical 
areas and can add 24x7 phone uplift to the support contract.

Solutions for Evolving Media Workflows



Easily scale your workgroup to 
increase performance and capacity by 
adding more JBODs to your workflow 

and growing data protection

NX2

UP TO 5PB

JBODs
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Technical Features

‣ Storage  server design in 12, 24, and 36 bay options


‣ Throughput up to 8GB/sec


‣ Support for Adobe, Avid MC, Resolve, and FCPX 
editing applications


‣ Support for VFX and graphics workflows


‣ Support for MAM, backup, nearline, transcode, and 
media archive solutions


‣ Vertical scale to 5PB usable via up to 4 JBODs


‣ 12Gbit JBOD expansion in 12, 24, 36, and 60 bay 
designs


‣ 1/10/25/40/50 and 100 GbE NIC(s) Options


‣ SMB3 and NFS3 support


‣ Bonded ports and simple VLAN ethernet 
administration


‣ Tiered caching and storage via RAM, SSD or NVMe


‣ Flash or spinning disk data sets utilizing dual parity


‣ Pool based ZFS storage allocations and self-
healing checksum file system


‣ Reservations and quota


‣ Built-in unlimited snapshots with simple clone 
and rollback


‣ Built-in backup, retention policies, and replication 
to one or more NX2 or ZX located on or offsite


‣ Active Directory support or LDAP for user and 
group access


‣ Remote event notification


‣ Simple installation and in-line help wiki


‣ Redundant high-efficiency power supplies


‣ US- and EU-based phone, web, and email 
support


‣ Four-hour technical support response and next 
business day parts exchange


‣ Data in place upgradeable to ZX for HA and Metro 
Cluster configurations

Scale Logic is a supportive partner and a nimble resource for companies seeking future-resistant data asset management 
solutions. Our experienced and highly creative team loves solving customers’ complex data management and storage 

challenges, working collaboratively to create ideal workflow solutions tailored to customer needs.

We listen with dedication, consult with confidence, deploy with experience, and support all of our clients with a personal 
touch, a rarity in any transactional business.Scale Logic is dedicated to helping its clients achieve tangible ROI from a 

scalable, end-to-end data asset management solution that suits their unique needs.
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